“Favorite Story Mini Album”
Designed by Jess Mutty
Created with the Maya Road October 2016 Write On Mini Album Kit
***Notes before you begin***
- I used almost all of the included 8x8 paper pad to create this album. I began by pulling all of the
papers out of the pad and SAVED the back yellow cover of the pad.
- Remove two of the chipboard pages from the album. We will use one on the front cover and use the
other cut up as pieces to elevate design elements.
- I inked all papers and embellishments as I went along. This is optional but adds a nice touch.
- Punch binder holes as you go and be aware of embellishment placement to not interfere with them.
Supply List:
Maya Road Write On Kit
foam tape or pop dots
your favorite adhesives
brown ink (optional)
twine

Cover:
- Cover the extra chipboard page with a section of the paper pad’s yellow backing. Stretch a length of
the white crochet elastic along the left edge and adhere the piece to the center of the album.
- Cut a 3.5 x 5.5 piece of the teal tree paper, border punch the left edge, and adhere to the center of
the chipboard piece.
- Cut the “table of substitutes” piece from the ephemera sheet and add to the right side.
- Add photo corners to the top corners of the “favorite story” card and adhere to the center-left as
shown. Add a binding clip to the top.
- Cut the writing section from the ephemera piece and use foam tape to layer it over the “favorite
story” card as shown. Tuck a gold circle sticker under the left side. Add the kraft typewriter to the top,
supporting the top edge with more foam tape.
- Cut the kids piece from the ephemera sheet and use foam tape to add it to the top of the cover.
Layer a graphic square on top.
- Use a strong glue (even a glue gun) to adhere the yellow scalloped rose in the lower right corner.
Tuck three pink paper flowers around it. Add the burlap rolled flower. Cut and crease the paper leaves
from two green pieces on the ephemera sheet and library card sheet and tuck them under the flower
cluster. Tuck two stick pins in the top of the cluster, tying a small seam ribbon bow around one.

Inside Cover:
- Cover the page with the cream patterned paper.
- Cut a 2 1/2 “ piece of the teal paper, punch one side and adhere.
- Add the glassine envelope with a gold circle sticker.
- Add a ¾” strip of the teal polka dot paper.
- Add the “2 do” card.
- Add the balloon graphic square.

- Tie a small bow around the typewriter and use foam tape to adhere it.
Page 1:
- Cover the page with the teal dot paper.
- Add a 1 ½” strip of book print paper. Add ribbon on top, tucking the ends under the paper so they
don’t show.
- Add photo corners to the photo and adhere to page.
- Tuck the small library card behind the photo.
- Add the butterfly graphic square.
- Use foam tape to add the “explore” strip and the fussy cut balloon.

Page 2:
- Cover the page in the small floral print paper.
- Add a ¾” strip of teal chevron paper and a length of pink measuring tape.
- Cut a piece of the teal floral paper roughly the same size as the “storytime” card and adhere as
shown.
- Tuck the pink chevron piece behind the card.
- Die-cut or hand cut a spiral rolled flower from the teal chevron paper. Roll it up and glue the bottom
to hold it together. Gently smash it down to flatten it a bit. Add to page as shown. Add two pink paper
flowers.
- Add three pink paper flowers to the top corner and a stick pin.
- Find the pink lace print piece and round the corners. Add to the side, overlapping the edge as
shown.
- Cut a piece of the extra chipboard to elevate the book graphic square and the star square.

Page 3:
- Cover page in the teal chevron print paper.
- Add 1 1/2” strip of the floral paper with a punched edge and a length of measuring tape.
- Cut a piece of the teal floral roughly the same size as your photo and adhere.
- Attach the metal clip to your photo and adhere.
- Add two pink paper flowers to the lower corner.
- Die-cut or hand cut a spiral rolled flower from the book print paper. Roll it up and glue the bottom
to hold it together. Gently smash it down to flatten it a bit. Add to page as shown. Add a pink paper
flower and two stick pins.
- Use chipboard from the extra page to elevate the heart strip and a graphic square.

Page 4:
- Cover the page in multi colored text print paper.
- Add a 1 ½” strip of red heart print, punched.
- Round two corners of the “my favorites” card and adhere hanging off the edge as shown.
- Add a 3 ½” x 3” piece of the teal tree print paper.
- Adhere pomp om trim to the bottom of the photo and adhere to page.
- Add “discover” strip across the photo.
- Use chip from the extra page to elevate the rabbit graphic square.
- Add a wood heart.
- Cut out the dotted strip, tear it in half and adhere one half to the side of the photo.

Page 5:

- Cover page in multi colored book print paper.
- Add a 1 ½” strip of teal tree print, punched.
- Cut a 3 ½” x 4” piece of red heart print paper and add as shown.
- Adhere pom pom trim to the photo and add to page.
- Cut initials from the alpha-numeric sheet and add to the top of the page with the ampersand flair.
- Use chip from the extra page to elevate the squirrel graphic square.
- Add two wood hearts.
- Add the other half of the dotted strip to the left side of the photo and clip the metal clip to the side
of the page.

Page 6:
- Cover the page in yellow paper.
- Cut a 1 ¼” strip of green print paper for the left side.
- Cut a 2” strip of teal dot paper for the bottom and punch the edge.
- Add a length of seam tape, tucking the ends under.
- Cut a piece of the teal trees print paper roughly the same size as your photo and add as shown.
- Add photo with number clip.
- Tuck the yellow library card behind the photo.
- Add bottle cap.
- Add the “we grow up” strip at the bottom.
- Use chip from the extra page to elevate a graphic square.

Page 7:

- Cover the page with the green print paper.
- Cut a 1 ¼” strip of yellow paper for the right side.
- Cut a 2” strip of the teal dot paper for the top and punch the edge.
- Add a length of seam tape, tucking the ends under.
- Add the yellow card.
- Add the photo with number clip.
- Add the small green strip below photo and the teal strip above.
- Round the corners of the ledger print and add to side, overlapping edge.
- Add bottle cap.
- Use chip from the extra page to elevate a graphic square.

Page 8:
- Cover page with the peach/cream floral print paper.
- Cut 2” strip of teal ovals print and punch both sides.
- Cut a piece of book print paper roughly the same size as the owl card and add both as shown.
- Add a linen pennant.
- Add orange print to the right side.
- Add the typewriter.
- Back the “dream” piece with an orange library card and use chip from extra page to elevate it on top
of the typewriter.

Page 9:
- Cover the page with teal oval print paper.

- Cut a 2” strip of peach/cream floral paper and punch both sides.
- Cut a piece of book print paper roughly the same size as your photo and add to page.
- Add two photo corners to photo and adhere.
- Tuck a teal library card at the top of the photo.
- Tuck the teal library card, white library card, and peach floral pieces at the bottom of the photo.
- Add a linen pennant.
- Add “the story” flair.

Page 10:
- Cover the page in floral print paper.
- Cut 1 ½” strip of red chevron paper and punch the edge.
- Cut a piece of the yellow paper pad backing roughly the same size as your photo and adhere.
- Add photo.
- Tuck the yellow library card at the bottom of the photo.
- Add the metal key to the left side.
- Use chip from the extra page to elevate a rabbit graphic square.
- Cut the crochet trim in half, roll it into a loose flower and glue down.
- Cut two leaves from green ephemera pieces and add tucked under the flower.
- Add a button.
Page 11:
- Cover the page in red chevron print paper.
- Cut a 1 1/2” strip of the floral paper and punch the edge.
- Cut a piece of the yellow paper pad backing roughly the same size as your photo and adhere.
- Add photo.
- Tuck a yellow library card at the top of the photo.
- Use chip from the extra page to elevate a graphic square.

- Add the metal key to the left side.
- Use the other half of the crochet trim, roll it into a loose flower and glue down.
- Cut a leaf from a green ephemera piece and add tucked under the flower.
- Add two buttons.
- Add a binder clip to the top of the page.

Page 12:
- Cover the page in teal tree print paper.
- Cut a 1 ½” strip of cream paper and punch the edge.
- Add seam tape, tucking the ends under to hide them.
- Add the glassine envelope.
- Add the photo corners to your photo, add the number clip and adhere to page.
- Tuck two cream library cards below the photo.
- Add three gold circle stickers to the left of the photo.
- Die-cut “with love” and add to the top.
- Fussy cut the butterflies from ephemera paper and add as shown.
Back Inside Cover:
- Cover the page in the hot air balloon paper.
- Use chip from the extra page to elevate the “the end” graphic square.

Spine:
- Cut a length of twine and thread an acrylic piece onto it.
- Thread both ends through the center of a wooden spool.
- Cut a ¾” strip of patterned paper and wind it around the spool.
- Repeat with a second acrylic piece and spool.
- Tie a knot at the end of the spool drops and hang them from the binder rings on the inside.

http://mayaroad.typepad.com/kits/mini-album-kit-write-on.html

